213 Microsoft Team blogs searched, 37 blogs have new articles. 357 new articles found searching from 01-Dec-2018 to 31-Dec-2018


Dynamics

Dynamics CRM Website | RSS Feed

Improve Knowledge Article search results with Dynamics 365 Relevance Search - 21-Dec-2018
Release Notes for Field Service Version 8, Update Release 3 - 20-Dec-2018
Release Notes for Project Service Automation Update Release 3 - 17-Dec-2018
Announcing: The Dynamics 365 for Marketing December 2018 update is now available - 17-Dec-2018
What’s new in Voice of the Customer version 9.0.1371.7/9.0.1371.8 - 14-Dec-2018
Maintain high-quality contact data to maximize deliverability and performance with Dynamics 365 for Marketing - 14-Dec-2018
Release Notes for Project Service Automation Update Release 11, V2.4.7.52 - 13-Dec-2018
Release Notes for Project Service Automation Update Release 11, V2.4.8.47 - 13-Dec-2018
Previewing April 2019 release functionalities and updates for Dynamics 365 for Customer Engagement - 12-Dec-2018
General Availability: Dynamics 365 Channel Integration Framework – Bring your own channel provider with ease - 10-Dec-2018
Release Notes for Project Service Automation Update Release 2 - 06-Dec-2018
Release Notes for Field Service Version 7, Update Release 11 - 05-Dec-2018

Dynamics NAV Website | RSS Feed

High DPI font scaling in Windows 10 and Dynamics NAV - 13-Dec-2018
Cumulative Update 50 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015 has been released - 10-Dec-2018
Cumulative Update 12 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2018 has been released - 07-Dec-2018
Cumulative Update 38 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2016 has been released - 07-Dec-2018
Cumulative Update 25 for Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2017 has been released - 07-Dec-2018
Azure IoT TypeEdge: a strongly-typed development experience for Azure IoT Edge | Internet of Things Show - 11-Dec-2018
Decentralized Identity and Blockchain | Block Talk - 10-Dec-2018
One Dev Question - How does an external debugger work with VSCode? - 08-Dec-2018
Pros and cons of stable and unique tags in Docker image tagging | Azure Friday - 07-Dec-2018
Deployment and UI customization of an IoT Remote Monitoring solution | Internet of Things Show - 06-Dec-2018
Building Web APIs Part 2 | Visual Studio Toolbox - 05-Dec-2018
How Microsoft uses Conditional Access - Endpoint Zone 1812 | The Endpoint Zone with Brad Anderson - 04-Dec-2018
Azure API Management for serverless applications | Azure Friday - 04-Dec-2018
C++ with Visual Studio 2019: target Linux and Windows, and be more productive with IntelliCode | Microsoft Connect(); 2018 - 04-Dec-2018
What's New in C# 8.0 | Microsoft Connect(); 2018 - 04-Dec-2018
An Introduction to the Intelligent Kiosk | AI Show - 03-Dec-2018
F# Tooling Updates for Visual Studio 2017 | On .NET - 03-Dec-2018
Azure Container Registry Tasks: Build and deploy to Azure App Service | Azure Friday - 01-Dec-2018

Industry Solutions

Microsoft in Education Website | RSS Feed
Microsoft Europe’s 10 biggest stories of 2018 - 20-Dec-2018
How 50 classrooms used Skype to help save a school in Kenya - 19-Dec-2018
Join us in Texas for TCEA 2019 on Feb. 4-8 - 18-Dec-2018
Podcast: #EduTechTalks #1 – Managing Your School’s Devices - 16-Dec-2018
“The only thing you need is what I call the 3D Model — you need Drive, you need Direction, and you need Discipline to create impact and see the results.” – Waqas Shafique, Pakistan - 13-Dec-2018
Using OneNote has utterly transformed the way we teach at Myddelton College - 12-Dec-2018
Minecraft: Education Edition Visits Australia & New Zealand - 11-Dec-2018
Reblog: Minecraft & Education Make Sense Together - 11-Dec-2018
What’s New in EDU: All the news wrapped up for the holidays - 11-Dec-2018
Norwegian elementary school focuses on STEM learning with Microsoft Education - 10-Dec-2018
Over 140 educators joining to host #MSFTEduChat TweetMeet: Best of 2018 - 07-Dec-2018
GraphoGame: Kids Learn to Read now available in Microsoft Store for Education - 06-Dec-2018
“A happy and self-confident student learns more and better.” – Silvia Scuracchio, Brazil - 04-Dec-2018
How a VR trip through the solar system honed my down-to-earth skills - 04-Dec-2018
It’s Computer Science Education Week, and we’re here to help you make it great! - 03-Dec-2018
Hour of Code 2018: spreading the wonders of coding to children across Europe - 03-Dec-2018

Microsoft Press Pass

Press Pass Top Stories Website | RSS Feed
Countdown Sale: Save on Xbox games, consoles, Xbox Game Pass and more - 21-Dec-2018
The biggest IoT stories of 2018 - 21-Dec-2018
Mixed reality year in review — and what’s to come in 2019 - 21-Dec-2018
Microsoft Europe’s 10 biggest stories of 2018 - 21-Dec-2018
Family settings on Xbox provide fun, positive gaming; new tools for cross-play now available - 06-Dec-2018
Simulating nature with the new Microsoft Quantum Development Kit chemistry library - 05-Dec-2018
From seed to sip: How Anheuser-Busch InBev uses AI to drive growth - 05-Dec-2018
Power and simplicity: New Outlook mobile design helps you get things done faster - 05-Dec-2018
Microsoft increases commitment to eliminate the US rural broadband gap - 04-Dec-2018
Scott Guthrie: Empowering every developer to achieve more at Microsoft Connect(); 2018 - 04-Dec-2018
Microsoft Airband: An update on connecting rural America - 04-Dec-2018
‘Stream Collider’ series showcases the worlds of gaming and pop culture influencers on Mixer - 03-Dec-2018
Introducing live captions & subtitles in Skype - 03-Dec-2018
Catch up on news, video from today's Microsoft Connect(); developer event - 03-Dec-2018
Present more inclusively with new live captions & subtitles in PowerPoint - 03-Dec-2018
‘Tis the season for giving with these deals from Xbox One - 03-Dec-2018
‘We can change the world’: Could this app end global hunger? - 03-Dec-2018
Mastercard, Microsoft join forces to advance digital identity innovations - 03-Dec-2018
Continuing on the path toward digital peace at Global Citizen Festival: Mandela 100 - 02-Dec-2018

Office Applications

Office Project Support Website | RSS Feed
Project Online: Getting Started with Roadmap - 07-Dec-2018

Office Sustained Engineering Website | RSS Feed
December 2018 Office Update Release - 11-Dec-2018
December 2018 Non-Security Office Update Release - 04-Dec-2018

Partner and Customer Resources

Microsoft Valuable Professional MVP Award Program Website | RSS Feed
Friday Five: Microsoft Kaizala, Ignite 2018, and More! - 28-Dec-2018
Check out this week’s Friday Five on Dev Day Belgium, GDPR, and More! - 21-Dec-2018
Ignite Series: Top Highlights and Takeaways from Ignite 2018 - 17-Dec-2018
Friday Five: Python with Power BI, Microsoft Azure, and More! - 14-Dec-2018
Ignite Series: IT Girl - 12-Dec-2018
Calling All Designers! TechNet Wiki is looking for a new logo and banners - 07-Dec-2018
Azure Blockchain, Xamarin & MvvmCross, and More on the Friday Five! - 07-Dec-2018
Modern Workplace Conference Paris: MVPs Organize an Office365 and SharePoint Extravaganza - 04-Dec-2018

Planning Deployment and Update

Solution Accelerator Security and Compliance Website | RSS Feed
Remote Use of Local Accounts: LAPS Changes Everything - 10-Dec-2018

Product Support
How smart buildings can help combat climate change - 12-Dec-2018
How news platforms can improve uptake with Microsoft Azure’s Video AI service - 12-Dec-2018
Extracting insights from IoT data using the warm path data flow - 10-Dec-2018
Native Python support on Azure App Service on Linux: new public preview! - 11-Dec-2018
Azure Monitor for containers now generally available - 11-Dec-2018
KubeCon North America 2018: Serverless Kubernetes and community led innovation! - 11-Dec-2018
A hybrid approach to Kubernetes - 11-Dec-2018
Azure Marketplace new offers - Volume 26 - 10-Dec-2018
Automatic performance monitoring in Azure SQL Data Warehouse (preview) - 10-Dec-2018
Cloud Commercial Communities webinar and podcast update - 10-Dec-2018
Extracting insights from IoT data using the cold path data flow - 10-Dec-2018
An Azure Function orchestrates a real-time, serverless, big data pipeline - 10-Dec-2018
Deploying Apache Airflow in Azure to build and run data pipelines - 10-Dec-2018
Azure.Source - Volume 61 - 10-Dec-2018
Power BI and Azure Data Services dismantle data silos and unlock insights - 10-Dec-2018
Azure HDInsight integration with Data Lake Storage Gen2 preview - ACL and security update - 10-Dec-2018
Johnson Controls tackles a $15b building industry problem with Azure Cosmos DB - 06-Dec-2018
Get up to speed with Azure HDInsight: The comprehensive guide - 06-Dec-2018
IoT in Action: 4 innovations that are revolutionizing IoT - 06-Dec-2018
Disaster recovery of zone pinned Azure Virtual Machines to another region - 06-Dec-2018
Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2 preview – More features, more performance, better availability - 06-Dec-2018
General availability of VNet Service Endpoints for Azure SQL Data Warehouse - 06-Dec-2018
Azure IoT Java SDK provides improved Android support - 06-Dec-2018
How pharma sales operations benefit from centralizing data and process integration - 06-Dec-2018
Apply the latest Azure Site Recovery capabilities with automatic agent update - 05-Dec-2018
An easy way to bring back your Azure VM with In-Place restore - 05-Dec-2018
Azure obtains automotive industry’s TISAX compliance - 05-Dec-2018
Azure SQL Data Warehouse Gen2 now supports lower compute tiers - 05-Dec-2018
SONIC: Global support and updates - 05-Dec-2018
Microsoft Azure portal December 2018 update - 05-Dec-2018
New automated machine learning capabilities in Azure Machine Learning service - 04-Dec-2018
Cincinnati Children’s has a great app development experience with Azure services - 04-Dec-2018
New Azure Pipelines announcements – VS Code extension, GitHub Releases, and more - 04-Dec-2018
Azure AI – accelerating the pace of AI adoption for organizations - 04-Dec-2018
Accelerating IoT solution development and testing with Azure IoT Device Simulation - 04-Dec-2018
Azure IoT Remote Monitoring extends operator capabilities to the edge - 04-Dec-2018
Azure Cosmos DB now supports Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) - 04-Dec-2018
Azure Cosmos DB Developer experience updates December 2018 - 04-Dec-2018
Azure Cosmos DB .NET SDK Version 3.0 now in public preview - 04-Dec-2018
Linking your GitHub commits with Azure Boards - 04-Dec-2018
Azure Stream Analytics on IoT Edge now generally available - 04-Dec-2018
Location intelligence for the enterprise: New pricing tier and SDK updates - 04-Dec-2018
Join the Twitter AMA with Azure Integration Services - 03-Dec-2018
Modernize your Java Spring Boot application with Azure Database for MySQL - 03-Dec-2018
Azure.Source - Volume 60 - 03-Dec-2018

Research and Labs
Microsoft Research Machine Translation Website | RSS Feed
Customize Microsoft Translator's Neural Machine Translation to translate just the way you want: Custom Translator now in General Availability - 04-Dec-2018

Microsoft Research Publications Website | RSS Feed
Microsoft Research 2018: 10 memorable blogs topping a year of open source and innovation - 27-Dec-2018
Competition win a steppingstone in the greater journey to create sustainable farming - 18-Dec-2018
Soundscape the world with Amos Miller - 12-Dec-2018
First TextWorld Problems—Microsoft Research Montreal's latest AI competition is really cooking - 11-Dec-2018
A Deep Learning Theory: Global minima and over-parameterization - 10-Dec-2018
Fast, accurate, stable and tiny – Breathing life into IoT devices with an innovative algorithmic approach - 06-Dec-2018
Learning to teach: Mutually enhanced learning and teaching for artificial intelligence - 05-Dec-2018
Chasing convex bodies and other random topics with Dr. Sébastien Bubeck - 05-Dec-2018
Unlikely research area reveals surprising twist in non-smooth optimization - 04-Dec-2018
Getting into a conversational groove: New approach encourages risk-taking in data-driven neural modeling - 03-Dec-2018
The Microsoft Simple Encrypted Arithmetic Library goes open source - 03-Dec-2018

Security

Microsoft Malware Protection Center Website | RSS Feed
The challenges of adopting a consistent cybersecurity framework in the insurance industry - 20-Dec-2018
Windows Defender ATP has protections for USB and removable devices - 19-Dec-2018
Tackling phishing with signal-sharing and machine learning - 19-Dec-2018
The AI cybersecurity impact for IoT - 18-Dec-2018
Zero Trust part 1: Identity and access management - 17-Dec-2018
Step 2. Manage authentication and safeguard access: top 10 actions to secure your environment - 17-Dec-2018
Microsoft AI competition explores the next evolution of predictive technologies in security - 13-Dec-2018
The evolution of Microsoft Threat Protection, December update - 12-Dec-2018
Voice of the Customer: The Walsh Group found that Azure Active Directory gives them a competitive edge - 11-Dec-2018
CISO series: Strengthen your organizational immune system with cybersecurity hygiene - 06-Dec-2018
Step 1. Identify users: top 10 actions to secure your environment - 05-Dec-2018
Insights from the MITRE ATT&CK-based evaluation of Windows Defender ATP - 03-Dec-2018
Kicking off the Microsoft Graph Security Hackathon - 03-Dec-2018
Analysis of cyberattack on U.S. think tanks, non-profits, public sector by unidentified attackers - 03-Dec-2018

Microsoft Security Response Center MSRC Website | RSS Feed
December 2018 Security Update Release - 19-Dec-2018
December 2018 Security Update Release - 11-Dec-2018

Software and Web Development

Early technical preview of JDBC 7.1.3 for SQL Server released - 04-Dec-2018

Visual C++ Website | RSS Feed
New Start Window and New Project Dialog Experience in Visual Studio 2019 - 14-Dec-2018
Using multi-stage containers for C++ development - 13-Dec-2018
Guaranteed Copy Elision Does Not Elide Copies - 11-Dec-2018
Guaranteed Copy Elision Does Not Elide Copies - 10-Dec-2018
Visual Studio Code C++ extension: October 2018 update and a simplified Insiders program - 05-Dec-2018
Al-Assisted Code Completion Suggestions Come to C++ via IntelliCode - 05-Dec-2018
Announcing Live Share for C++: Real-Time Sharing and Collaboration - 04-Dec-2018

Visual Web Developer Website | RSS Feed
Announcing ASP.NET Core 2.2, available today! - 04-Dec-2018

Visual Studio Team Blog Website | RSS Feed
Q# – a Wish List for the New Year - 24-Dec-2018
Build Visual Studio extensions using Visual Studio extensions - 20-Dec-2018
Visual Studio Code Updates for Java Developers: Rename, Logpoints, TestNG and More - 14-Dec-2018
Get to code: How we designed the new Visual Studio start window - 13-Dec-2018
New Azure DevOps Work Item Experience in Visual Studio 2019 - 12-Dec-2018
A Year of Q# - 11-Dec-2018
New Benefits in Visual Studio Subscriptions - 11-Dec-2018
New Preview label for Visual Studio extensions - 07-Dec-2018
Visual Studio Live Share for real-time code reviews and interactive education - 06-Dec-2018
Visual Studio IntelliCode supports more languages and learns from your code - 05-Dec-2018
Making every developer more productive with Visual Studio 2019 - 04-Dec-2018
Qubits in Q# - 01-Dec-2018

Visual Studio and Team Foundation Server Blog Website | RSS Feed
Top Stories from the Microsoft DevOps Community – 2018.12.14 - 14-Dec-2018
Top Stories from the Microsoft DevOps Community – 2018.12.07 - 07-Dec-2018

Premier Support for Developers Website | RSS Feed
Devenez un « j’apprends tout » avec les nouvelles certifications Azure! - 30-Dec-2018
Resolve to be a "learn it all" with new Azure Certifications! - 29-Dec-2018
¡Resuelve ser un "aprende todo" con las nuevas certificaciones de Azure! - 29-Dec-2018
Tutorial: Run Spring Boot web service in Windows Docker container - 27-Dec-2018
Why you should consider VS Code for your Kubernetes/Docker work - 26-Dec-2018
Build an interactive assistant using QnA Maker - 25-Dec-2018
Six Opinionated Tips to be a Better .NET Developer - 24-Dec-2018
SonarQube Hosted On Azure App Service - 23-Dec-2018
People First – The Frequently Overlooked Importance of Culture Change in DevOps Journeys - 22-Dec-2018
Remote Monitoring of IoT Devices Using Azure and HoloLens - 20-Dec-2018
Interacting With Push Notifications Under Angular 7 Applications - 19-Dec-2018
Building a Simple Contact Form with Azure Functions - 10-Dec-2018
Preventing Single Sign On (SSO) Redirects From Opening a New Window Inside a Progressive Web Application (PWA) - 07-Dec-2018

SQL and Business Intelligence

SQL Release Services Website | RSS Feed
Cumulative Update #13 for SQL Server 2017 RTM - 18-Dec-2018
Cumulative Update #15 for SQL Server 2014 SP2 - 12-Dec-2018
Cumulative Update #1 for SQL Server 2014 SP3 - 12-Dec-2018

Systems Center Systems Management

Enterprise Mobility and Security Blog Website | RSS Feed
Microsoft Intune announces device-based subscription for shared resources - 20-Dec-2018
Rule your inbox with Microsoft Cloud App Security - 14-Dec-2018
How does Microsoft Intune transform Android enterprise management? Let me count the ways - 12-Dec-2018
Microsoft is a Leader in The Forrester Wave™: Unified Endpoint Management, Q4 2018 - 07-Dec-2018
Reduce your potential attack surface using Azure ATP Lateral Movement Paths - 04-Dec-2018
MCAS brings its real-time CASB controls to on-prem apps! - 03-Dec-2018

System Center Virtual Machine Manager Website | RSS Feed
System Center Virtual Machine Manager fails to enumerate and manage Logical switch deployed on the host - 21-Dec-2018

Unified Communications

Microsoft Exchange Website | RSS Feed
Introducing the Exchange Online Fiddler Extension - 11-Dec-2018

Virtualization

Windows Virtualization Website | RSS Feed
KubeCon, Windows Containers on Kubernetes, and 101 Materials for Your Holiday Reading… - 14-Dec-2018

Windows Phone

Windows Phone Developer Website | RSS Feed
Windows Server 2019 Includes OpenSSH - 11-Dec-2018
Windows 10 SDK Preview Build 18290 available now! - 04-Dec-2018
Announcing Open Source of WPF, Windows Forms, and WinUI at Microsoft Connect(); 2018 - 04-Dec-2018

Windows Server and Infrastructure

Storage Website | RSS Feed
Chelsio RDMA and Storage Replica Perf on Windows Server 2019 are 🚀 - 13-Dec-2018
Windows Public Key Infrastructure PKI Website | RSS Feed
Sample Code: End-to-End Certificate Transparency requests on ADXS CA - 12-Dec-2018

Windows Server Networking and Remote Access

Microsoft Enterprise Networking Website | RSS Feed
Networking in OpenShift for Windows - 06-Dec-2018
Networking in Red Hat OpenShift for Windows - 06-Dec-2018

Windows

Windows Experience Blog Website | RSS Feed
Windows 10 Tip: Schedule items by dragging a task to your calendar - 16-Dec-2018
Announcing public preview of Windows 10 IoT Core on NXP SoCs - 14-Dec-2018
‘Draw’ your next great story with the new Samsung Notebook 9 Pen - 13-Dec-2018
Announcing Windows Admin Center 1809.5 Insider Preview - 11-Dec-2018
Announcing Windows 10 Insider Preview Build 18298 - 10-Dec-2018
Waiting until the last minute to shop for the holidays? You’re not alone, and Microsoft Store has you covered - 10-Dec-2018
Windows monthly security and quality updates overview - 10-Dec-2018
Windows 10 Tip: SwiftKey - 10-Dec-2018
Microsoft Store powers new experiences for all at ultra-accessible theme park in Texas - 07-Dec-2018
Microsoft Edge: Making the web better through more open source collaboration - 06-Dec-2018
This guide can help you buy the right device for the holidays - 05-Dec-2018
Windows 10 Tip: Name your tile folders - 03-Dec-2018

Windows for IT Pros Website | RSS Feed
Managing your family’s digital life - 20-Dec-2018
‘State of Decay 2’ soundtrack now available on vinyl - 19-Dec-2018
Introducing Project Mu - 19-Dec-2018
Announcing Windows 10 Insider Preview Build 18305 - 19-Dec-2018
Driver quality in the Windows ecosystem - 19-Dec-2018
Windows 10 SDK Preview Build 18298 available now! - 19-Dec-2018
Announcing Windows Server vNext Insider Preview Build 18298 - 18-Dec-2018
Windows 10 Tip: Schedule items by dragging a task to your calendar - 16-Dec-2018
Announcing public preview of Windows 10 IoT Core on NXP SoCs - 14-Dec-2018
‘Draw’ your next great story with the new Samsung Notebook 9 Pen - 13-Dec-2018
‘Draw’ your next great story with the new Samsung Notebook 9 Pen - 13-Dec-2018
Windows Server 2019 Includes OpenSSH - 11-Dec-2018
Announcing Windows 10 Insider Preview Build 18298 - 10-Dec-2018
Waiting until the last minute to shop for the holidays? You’re not alone, and Microsoft Store has you covered - 10-Dec-2018
Windows monthly security and quality updates overview - 10-Dec-2018
Windows 10 Tip: SwiftKey - 10-Dec-2018
Microsoft Store powers new experiences for all at ultra-accessible theme park in Texas - 07-Dec-2018
Recapping yesterday’s Microsoft Edge and open source announcements - 07-Dec-2018
Microsoft Edge: Making the web better through more open source collaboration - 06-Dec-2018
This guide can help you buy the right device for the holidays - 05-Dec-2018
Windows 10 SDK Preview Build 18290 available now! - 04-Dec-2018
Announcing Open Source of WPF, Windows Forms, and WinUI at Microsoft Connect(); 2018 - 04-Dec-2018
Windows 10 Tip: Name your tile folders - 03-Dec-2018